Multi Conduit/Pipe/Cord sealing through the same wall opening WA.GP-W Units


Multi Conduit/Pipe/Cord sealing through the same wall opening are disc compression seals with a seal elastomer and 304L compression plates. Multiple ports are sized to match the outside diameter of the conduit and the seal diameter will fit the wall or sleeve opening.

Pipe/conduit of different sizes may be sealed watertight through the same WA.GP-W seal. There is no limit to the number of penetrations that may be sealed through the same opening. As the port holes increase the outside diameter of the unit increases.

WA-GP-W seals may be circular seals or rectangular units depending on requirements.

WA-GP-WKI split units are available if the conduit or pipes already exist through the wall, the split version allows for fitting around the penetrations.

Several elastomer types are available, EDPM, NBR or Silicone.

When inquiring please inform us of the conduit or pipe sizes going through the seal.

Sample draw 5 port